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to a degree, the story mode of one piece pirate warriors 3 is a head-scratcher. its a retelling of the entire one piece anime and manga with all its various twists and turns, and yet there are four full-length campaign stages with their own specific challenges. the first stage has your character take control of the straw hat pirates, with a second stage following shortly after, when you take
over the marines. the third and fourth stages are independent and feature a different pair of characters, and the overarching story of your character can be lost if you decide to go it alone. if that sounds like its too much for you to take in, rest assured that the missions of the other characters are pretty self-contained, and you can skip through the entire game without missing anything.
its just that the four missions arc to a conclusion and unlock the final cinematic, and its very difficult to get to that point. the fourth campaign stage on its own has a story and challenges which are frankly a bit odd, and its somewhat disappointing that a game of this size would choose to not wrap up the tale of your character. to be fair, the story of the character you play is actually the
most important part of the game, and it has the most impact on the game in terms of how you play. yet its a shame that the four characters whose stories are so central to the narrative arc of the game are spread around the game so far, with luffy, zoro and brook (who each have their own missions) leading the way, while nami and usopp are split into two missions each. its a shame,

because the game would have benefited from having all of the characters in a single package.
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if you dont know pirate warriors 3, you might want to check out the first game, which was ported to switch back in february. that title is an excellent version of the musou formula, and if you enjoyed that, youll be in for a treat with the 3-quel. pirate warriors 3
offers a competent package of combat, character customisation and an interesting story, but it could have been more if it stuck to the formula of its ancestors. for newcomers, though, its a great port, and a refreshing new take on a familiar genre. its not one
piece, but one piece fans will get a kick out of it. some of the stages are absolutely magnificent, some are downright dull, and other times youll be mindlessly spamming attacks for extended periods while mindlessly losing against waves of enemies. the sheer
scale of the fights can be overwhelming, and the fact that the range of environments and level design is so varied means that youll be constantly finding something new and interesting to do. the game is built around a five minute time limit, and each of those
minutes is divided into 30 smaller sections. this makes for some long stretches of gameplay, but theres more than enough variety in the stages to keep things engaging. one piece: pirate warriors 3 is very much a love it or hate it affair, but it definitely has its
fans. its a magnificent game, and if youre a fan of one piece youre in for a good time. a must-have for one piece fans, but in all honesty its nothing that you cant find in a marvel vs capcom: infinite or street fighter v pack, but you do get to play on your mobile

device. dont forget to nab it from the apple app store or google play store. 5ec8ef588b
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